STAR GHANA STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITY WINDOW PARTNERS
No Name of
Organization
1 Commonwealth
Human Rights
Initiative (CHRI) GAR

2 Ghana
Federation of
Disability
Organisations
(GFDO) - GAR

Project Title

Thematic
Area

Towards the
establishment of an
independent police
complaints authority

Inclusive
governance
and
accountability

Project Summary and Objective

The project is aimed at re-activating and sustaining the debate on the need for
and establishment of an Independent Police Complaint Commision (IPCC). Key
objectives will be to have: A broad national consensus on the need for an IPCC;
have a model to be adopted and Roadmap for its establishment; establish a Civil
society coalition to lead the advocacy campaign for the establishment of the IPCC;
initiate the process for the establishment of the IPCC with legal backing.
Inclusion of disability Fundamental Although the current Affirmative Action Bill takes its strength from the
Human Rights Government’s White Paper on the recommendations by the Constitution Review
issues in Ghana’s
Affirmative Action Bill
Commission which accepts the recommendation on an Affirmative Action that
addresses inequalities among vulnerable people including persons with disabilities
a study of the current bill reveals that issues of disability are not included. This
project seeks to advocate for through a consultative process, an opportunity for
PWDs to be included as well as participate in and contribute to
decisions/conclusion on the Affirmative Action Bill and Law.

Office
Address

Region

Approved
Budget GHS

Greater
No.9 Samora
Machel Road, Accra
Asylum Down,
Accra

257,960.00

Greater
Accra
Rehabilitation Accra
Center, Barnes
Road (opposite
National
Museum),
Adabraka Accra

176,111.00

Facilitating CSOs
engagement with
Government (the
Executive, Parliament
and the Judiciary)
4 Media Coalition Stop Galamsey
against illegal
mining activities
(galamsey) MCAG - GAR

Inclusive
governance
and
accountability

The project seeks to develop a structured process for CSOs engagement with the
three arms of government on issues of anti-corruption and decentralisation at the
national and regional levels. It will further strengthen government engagement to
impact on good governance specifically - anti-corruption

Pigfarm
Junction near
Total Filling
Station, Accra

Greater
Accra

249,975.00

Economic /
Environment

The project aims at sensitising and mobilising communities, particularly those
affected by illegal mining, to join the fight against galamsey. It will further engage
with policy makers and implementers to ensure that loopholes in the current
policy framework on small scale mining are plugged and existing laws and policies
effectively implemented. Ultimately, it aims at enhancing the effectiveness of the
current media campaign against galamsey.

Graphic Comm. Greater
Accra
Group Ltd.
No.3 Graphic
Road, P.O. Box
GP 742, Accra

413,248.50

5 Odekro -GAR

Strengthening
engagements between
citizens and
parliament.

Inclusive
governance
and
accountability

The overall objective is inform and empower citizens to seek accountability from
Parliament and its members by promoting greater transparency about the work
of Parliament. The project will build on the gains of the Report on the 6th
Parliament, improving research methodology and other assessment criteria and
indicators. Odekro’s Parliamentary assessment ultimately seeks to deepen
Ghana’s democracy.

Office Address Greater
Accra
19 Coconut
Street,
Community 20,
Lashibi, Tema

349,084.00

6 Third World
Network - GAR

Challenges of
Galamsey and
artisanal and small
scale (ASM) salt
production.

Economic /
Environment

The project has the following key objectives: - A more nuanced understanding of
the complexities of galamsey in the public debates and narratives on small scale
mining; - A Greater awareness of the importance of artisanal and small scale
salt producers and the challenges they face; - Key stakeholders mobilised for a
public policy supportive of artisanal and small scale gold and salt mining

Greater
9 Asmara
Accra
Street, East
Legon, P.O. Box
AN19452,
Accra

332,715.00

3 Ghana AntiCorruption
Coalition - GAR

TOTAL (GH¢)

1,779,093.50

